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Abstract. Several logics for expressing coalitional ability under resource bounds have been proposed and studied in the literature. Previous work has shown that if only consumption of resources is considered or the total amount of resources produced or consumed on any path in the system is bounded, then the model-checking problem for several standard logics, such as Resource-Bounded Coalition Logic (RB-CL) and Resource-Bounded Alternating-Time Temporal Logic (RB-ATL) is decidable. However, for coalition logics with unbounded resource production and consumption, only some undecidability results are known. In this paper, we show that the model-checking problem for RB-ATL with unbounded production and consumption of resources is decidable.

1 INTRODUCTION

Alternating Time Temporal Logic (ATL) [2] is widely used in verification of multi-agent systems. ATL can express properties related to coalitional ability, for example one can state that a group of agents \(A\) has a strategy (a choice of actions) such that whatever the actions by the agents outside the coalition, any computation of the system generated by the strategy satisfies some temporal property. A number of variations on the semantics of ATL exist: agents may have perfect recall or be memoryless, and they may have full or partial observability. In the case of fully observable models and memoryless agents, the model checking problem for ATL is polynomial in the size of the model and the formula, while it is undecidable for partially observable models where agents have perfect recall [3]. Additionally, even in the simple case of fully observable models and memoryless agents, the complexity increases substantially if the model checking problem takes into account models with compact (implicit) representations [3].

In this paper, we consider an extension of perfect recall, fully observable ATL where agents produce and consume resources. The properties we are interested in are related to coalition ability under resource bounds. Instead of asking whether a group of agents has a strategy to enforce a certain temporal property, we are asking whether the group has a strategy which can be executed under a certain resource bound (e.g., if the agents have at most \(b_1\) units of resource \(r_1\) and \(b_2\) units of resource \(r_2\)). Clearly, some actions may no longer be used as part of the strategy if their cost exceeds the bound. There are several ways in which the precise notion of the cost of a strategy can be defined. For example, one can define it as the maximal cost of any path (computation of the system) generated by the strategy, where the cost of a path is the sum of resources produced and consumed by actions on the path. We have chosen a different definition which says that a strategy has a cost at most \(b\) if for every path generated by the strategy, every prefix of the path has cost at most \(b\). This means that a strategy cannot, for example, start with executing an action that consumes more than \(b\) resources, and then ‘make up’ for this by executing actions that produce enough resources to bring the total cost of the path under \(b\). It is however possible to first produce enough resources, and then execute an action that costs more than \(b\), ensuring the cost of the path is less than \(b\).

There are also many choices for the precise syntax of the logic and the truth definitions of the formulas. For example, in [4] several versions are given, intuitively corresponding to considering resource bounds both on the coalition \(A\) and the rest of the agents in the system, considering a fixed resource endowment of \(A\) in the initial state which affects their endowment after executing some actions, etc. Our logic is closest (but not identical) to \(L_{RAL}\) with perfect recall, resource-flat, only proponents resource-restricted, and with finitary semantics defined in [4]. Decidability of the model-checking problem for this version of \(L_{RAL}\) was stated as an open problem in [4]. In [6, 7] a different syntax and semantics are considered, involving resource endowment of the whole system when evaluating a statement concerning a group of agents \(A\). As observed in [4], subtle differences in truth conditions for resource logics result in the difference between decidability and undecidability of the model-checking problem. In [4], undecidability for several versions of the logics is proved. The only decidable cases considered in [4] are an extension of Computation Tree Logic (CTL) [5] with resources (essentially one-agent ATL) and the version where on every path only a fixed finite amount of resources can be produced. Similarly, [6] gives a decidable logic PRB-ATL (Priced Resource-Bounded ATL) where the total amount of resources in the system has a fixed bound. The model-checking algorithm for PRB-ATL runs in time polynomial in the size of the model and exponential in the number of resources and the resource bound on the system. In [7] an EXPTIME lower bound in the number of resources is shown.

2 SYNTAX AND SEMANTICS OF RB\(\pm\)ATL

The logic RB-ATL was introduced in [1]. Here we generalise the definitions from [1] to allow for production as well as consumption of resources. To avoid confusion with the consumption-only version of the logic from [1], we refer to RB-ATL with production and consumption of resources as RB\(\pm\)ATL.

Let \(\text{Agt} = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}\) be a set of \(n\) agents and \(\text{Res} = \{r_{e_1}, \ldots, r_{e_r}\}\) be a set of \(r\) resources, \(\Pi\) denote a set of propositions and \(B = \mathbb{N}_\infty\) denote a set of resource bounds where \(\mathbb{N}_\infty = \mathbb{N} \cup \{\infty\}\).
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Formulas of RB±ATL are defined by the following syntax

\[ \varphi ::= p \mid \neg \varphi \mid \varphi \lor \psi \mid \langle \langle A^b \rangle \rangle \diamond \varphi \mid \langle \langle A^b \rangle \rangle \lozenge \varphi \mid \langle \langle A^b \rangle \rangle \varphi U \psi \]

where \( p \in \Pi \) is a proposition, \( A \subseteq \text{Agt} \), and \( b \in B \) is a resource bound. Here, \( \langle \langle A^b \rangle \rangle \diamond \varphi \) means that a coalition \( A \) can ensure that the next state satisfies \( \varphi \) under resource bound \( b \), \( \langle \langle A^b \rangle \rangle \lozenge \varphi \) means that \( A \) has a strategy to make sure that \( \varphi \) is always true, and the cost of this strategy is at most \( b \). Similarly, \( \langle \langle A^b \rangle \rangle \varphi U \psi \) means that \( A \) has a strategy to enforce \( \psi \) while maintaining the truth of \( \varphi \), and the cost of this strategy is at most \( b \).

We extend the definition of concurrent game structure with resource consumption and production.

**Definition 1.** A resource-bounded concurrent game structure (RB-CGS) is a tuple \( M = (\text{Agt}, \text{Res}, S, \Pi, \pi, \sigma, \lambda, \delta, \phi, \psi) \) where:

1. \( \text{Agt} \) is a non-empty set of \( n \) agents, \( \text{Res} \) is a non-empty set of \( r \) resources and \( S \) is a non-empty set of states.
2. \( \Pi \) is a finite set of propositional variables and \( \pi: \Pi \to \varphi(S) \) is a truth assignment which associates each proposition in \( \Pi \) with a subset of states where it is true.
3. \( \sigma: S \times \text{Agt} \to \varphi(\text{Act}) \setminus \{ \emptyset \} \) is a function which assigns to each \( s \in S \) a non-empty set of actions available to each agent \( a \in \text{Agt} \). For every \( s \in S \) and \( a \in \text{Agt} \), \( \text{idle} \in \sigma(s, a) \). We denote joint actions by all agents in \( \text{Agt} \) available at state \( s \) by \( D(s) = \sigma(s, a_1) \times \ldots \times \sigma(s, a_n) \).
4. \( c: S \times \text{Agt} \to \mathbb{Z}^r \) is a partial function which maps a state \( s \) and an agent \( a \) and an action \( \alpha \in \sigma(s, a) \) to a vector of integers where the integer in position \( i \) indicates consumption or production of resource \( \text{Res}_i \) by the action \( \varphi(s) \) is true (positive value for consumption and negative value for production). We stipulate that for all \( s \in S \) and \( a \in \text{Agt} \), \( \text{idle} = 0 \).
5. \( \delta: (s, \sigma) \to S \) is a function that for every \( s \in S \) and joint action \( \sigma \) in \( D(s) \) gives the resulting state from executing \( \sigma \) in \( s \).

Given a RB-CGS \( M \), we denote the set of all infinite sequences of states (computations) by \( S^\omega \) and the set of non-empty finite sequences of states by \( S^+ \). For a computation \( \lambda = s_0s_1 \ldots \in S^\omega \), we use the notation \( \lambda[i] = s_i \) and \( \lambda[i; j] = s_is_{i+1}\ldots s_j \) if \( i \leq j \).

Given a RB-CGS \( M \) and a state \( s \in S \), a joint action by a coalition \( A \subseteq \text{Agt} \) is a tuple \( \sigma_A = (\sigma_A)_a \subseteq \text{Agt} \) such that \( \sigma_a \subseteq \sigma(s, a) \). The set of all joint actions for \( A \) at state \( s \) is denoted by \( D_A(s) \). A joint action by the grand coalition \( \sigma \in D(s) \) denotes the joint action executed by \( A: \sigma_A = (\sigma_A)_a \subseteq \text{Agt} \). The set of all possible outcomes of a joint action \( \sigma_A \subseteq D_A(s) \) at state \( s \) is:

\[ \text{out}(s, \sigma_A) = \{ s' \in S | \sigma_A \subseteq D(s) : \sigma_A = \sigma_A \land s' = \delta(s, \sigma) \} \]

The cost of a joint action \( \sigma_A \subseteq D_A(s) \) is defined as \( \text{cost}(s, \sigma_A) = \sum_a c(s, a, \sigma_A) \).

Given a RB-CGS \( M \), a strategy for a coalition \( A \subseteq \text{Agt} \) is a mapping \( F_A: S^+ \to \text{Act} \) such that for every \( \lambda \in S^+ \), \( F_A(\lambda) \subseteq D_A(s) \). A computation \( \lambda \in S^+ \) is consistent with strategy \( F_A \) iff for all \( i \geq 0 \), \( \lambda[i+1] \in \text{out}(\lambda[i], F_A(\lambda[0, i])) \). We denote by \( \text{out}(s, F_A) \) the set of all consistent computations \( \lambda \) that start from \( s \).

Note that this definition implies that the cost of every prefix of the computation is below \( b \).

The set of all \( b \)-consistent computations of \( F_A \) starting from state \( s \) is denoted by \( \text{out}(s, F_A, b) \). \( F_A \) is a \( b \)-strategy iff \( \text{out}(s, F_A) = \text{out}(s, F_A, b) \) for any state \( s \).

Given a RB-CGS \( M \), a state \( s \) of \( M \), the truth of a RB±ATL formula \( \varphi \) with respect to \( M \) and \( s \) is defined inductively on the structure of \( \varphi \) as follows (the atomic case and the Boolean connectives are defined in the standard way):

1. \( \varphi = \sigma(s, a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_n) \mid \neg \varphi \mid \varphi \lor \psi \mid \langle \langle A^b \rangle \rangle \diamond \varphi \mid \langle \langle A^b \rangle \rangle \lozenge \varphi \mid \langle \langle A^b \rangle \rangle \varphi U \psi \) is a truth assignment which associates each proposition in \( \Pi \) with a subset of states where it is true.
2. \( \delta: S \to S \) is a function that for every \( s \in S \) and joint action \( \sigma \) in \( D(s) \) gives the resulting state from executing \( \sigma \) in \( s \).

Since the infinite resource bound version of RB±ATL modalities correspond to the standard ATL modalities, we will write \( \langle \langle A^\infty \rangle \rangle \diamond \varphi \), \( \langle \langle A^\infty \rangle \rangle \varphi U \psi \), \( \langle \langle A^\infty \rangle \rangle \lozenge \varphi \), \( \langle \langle A^\infty \rangle \rangle \varphi U \psi \), and \( \langle \langle A^\infty \rangle \rangle \circ \varphi \) respectively.

As an example of the expressivity of the logic, consider the model in Figure 1 with two agents \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) and two resources \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \). Let us assume that \( c(s_1, a_1, a_2) = (2, 1) \) (action \( a_2 \) produces 2 units of \( r_1 \) and consumes one unit of \( r_2 \), \( c(s_2, a_2) = (1, 1) \) and \( c(s_1, a_1, a_2) = (5, 0) \). Then agent \( a_1 \) on its own has a strategy to enforce a state satisfying \( p \) under resource bound of 3 units of \( r_1 \) and 1 unit of \( r_2 \) \( (M, s_1 \models \{ \langle a_1 \rangle^{[3, \infty]} U p \}) \): agent \( a_1 \) selects action \( a_1 \) in \( s_1 \), which requires it to consume one unit of \( r_2 \) but produces two units of \( r_1 \), and then action \( a_2 \) in \( s_2 \) that requires 5 units of \( r_1 \), which is now within the resource bound since the previous action has produced 2 units. All outcomes of this strategy lead to \( s' \) where \( p \) holds. After this, \( a_1 \) has to select \( a_2 \) for the first time, which does not require any resources. Any smaller resource bound is not sufficient. However, both agents have a strategy to enforce the same outcome under a smaller resource bound of just one unit of \( r_2 \) \( (M, s_1 \models \{ \langle a_1, a_2 \rangle^{[0, 1]} U p \}) \); agent \( a_2 \) needs to select \( a_2 \) in \( s \) before the agents have gone through the loop between \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \) times and accumulated enough of resource \( r_1 \) to enable agent \( a_1 \) to perform \( a_2 \) in \( s \).

### 3 Model Checking RB±ATL

The model-checking problem for RB±ATL is the question whether for a given RB-CGS structure \( M \), a state \( s \in M \) and an RB±ATL formula \( \varphi \), \( M, s \models \varphi \). In this section we prove the following theorem:

**Theorem 1.** The model-checking problem for RB±ATL is decidable.
To prove decidability, we give an algorithm which, given a structure \( M = (Agt, Res, S, I, \pi, Act, d, c, \delta) \) and a formula \( \phi \), returns the set of states [\( \phi \)]\(_M\) satisfying \( \psi \), [\( \phi \)]\(_M\) = \{s | M, s \models \phi \} \) (see Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1 Labelling \( \phi \)

```plaintext
function RB ±-ATL-LABEL(M, \( \phi \))
  for \( \phi' \in Sub(\phi) \) do
    case \( \phi' \in Sub(\phi) \):
      case \( \phi' = \langle A \rangle \psi \):
        \[ \phi' \]_M \leftarrow Pre^b(A, [\psi]_M) \]
      case \( \phi' = \langle A \rangle \psi \):
        \[ \phi' \]_M \leftarrow \{ s | S \subseteq \psi \} \]
    end case
    case \( \phi' = \langle A \rangle \diamond \psi \):
      \[ \phi' \]_M \leftarrow \{ s | s \in S \wedge \text{UNTIL-STRATEGY(node}_0(s, b), \langle A \rangle \diamond \psi) \} \]
    end case
  end for
  return [\( \phi \)]_M
```

Given \( \phi \), we produce a set of subformulas of \( \phi \) \( Sub(\phi) \) in the usual way, however, in addition if \( \langle A \rangle \gamma = 0 \) \( Sub(\phi) \), its infinite resource version \( \langle A \rangle \gamma \) is added to \( Sub(\phi) \). \( Sub(\phi) \) is ordered in increasing order of complexity, in addition infinite resource versions of modal formulas come before bounded versions. Note that if a state \( s \) is not annotated with \( \langle A \rangle \gamma \) then \( s \) cannot satisfy the bounded resource version \( \langle A \rangle \gamma \).

We then proceed by cases. For all formulas in \( Sub(\phi) \) apart from \( \langle A \rangle \equiv \phi \), \( \langle A \rangle \phi \), \( \langle A \rangle \psi \) and \( \langle A \rangle \psi \) we essentially run the standard ATL model-checking algorithm [2].

Labelling states with \( \langle A \rangle \phi \) makes use of a function \( Pre^b(A, \rho) \) which, given a coalition \( A \), a set \( \rho \subseteq S \) and a bound \( b \), returns a set of states \( s \) in which \( A \) has a joint action \( \sigma_A \) with \( cost(s, \sigma_A) \leq b \) such that \( out(s, \sigma_A) \leq \rho \). Labelling states with \( \langle A \rangle \phi \) \( \psi \) and \( \langle A \rangle \psi \) is more complex, and in the interests of readability we provide separate functions: UNTIL-STRATEGY for \( \langle A \rangle \phi \) \( \psi \) formulas is shown in Algorithm 2, and BOX-STRATEGY for \( \langle A \rangle \phi \) formulas is shown in Algorithm 3.

Both algorithms proceed by depth-first and-or search of \( M \). We record information about the state of the search in a search tree of nodes. A node is a structure which consists of a state of \( M \), the resources available to the agents in \( M \) at that state (if any), and a finite path of nodes leading to this node from the root node. Edges in the tree correspond to joint actions by all agents. Note that the resources available to the agents in a state on a path constrain the edges from the corresponding node to be those actions \( \sigma_A \) where \( cost(s, \sigma_A) \) is less than or equal to the available resources. For each node \( n \) in the tree, we have a function \( s(n) \) which returns its state, \( p(n) \) which returns the nodes on the path and \( e_i(n) \) which returns the resource availability on the \( i \)-th resource in \( s(n) \) as a result of following \( p(n) \).

The function \( node_0(s, b) \) returns the root node, i.e., a node \( n_0 \) such that \( s(n_0) = s \), \( p(n_0) = [ ] \) and \( e_i(n_0) = b_i \) for all resources \( i \). The function \( node(n, a, s') \) returns a node \( n' \) where \( s(n') = s' \), \( p(n') = [p(n) \cdot n \cdot n] \) and for all resources \( i \), \( e_i(n') = e_i(n) - e_i(a) \).

Algorithm 2 Labelling \( \langle A \rangle \phi \)

```plaintext
function UNTIL-STRATEGY(n, \( \langle A \rangle \phi \))
  if \( s(n) \not\models \langle A \rangle \phi \) then
    return false
  end if
  if \( \exists n' \in p(n) : s(n') = s(n) \land (\forall j : e_j(n') \geq e_j(n)) \) then
    return false
  end if
  if \( \exists n' \in p(n) : s(n') = s(n) \land (\forall j : e_j(n') \leq e_j(n)) \land e_i(n') < e_i(n) \) then
    e_i(n) \leftarrow \infty
  end if
  if \( s(n) \not\models \psi \) then
    return true
  end if
  if \( e(n) = \infty \) then
    return true
  end if
  Act \leftarrow \{ a \in Act(A, s(n)) | c(a) \leq e(n) \}
  for \( a \in Act \) do
    O \leftarrow states reachable by a
    strat \leftarrow true
    for \( s' \in O \) do
      strat \leftarrow strat \land
      UNTIL-STRATEGY(node(n, a, s'), \langle A \rangle \phi)
    end for
    if strat then
      return true
    end if
  end for
  return false
```

Algorithm 3 Labelling \( \langle A \rangle \phi \)

```plaintext
function BOX-STRATEGY(n, \( \langle A \rangle \phi \))
  if \( s(n) \not\models \langle A \rangle \phi \) then
    return false
  end if
  if \( \exists n' \in p(n) : s(n') = s(n) \land (\forall j : e_j(n') > e_j(n)) \) then
    return false
  end if
  if \( \exists n' \in p(n) : s(n') = s(n) \land (\forall j : e_j(n') \leq e_j(n)) \) then
    return true
  end if
  Act \leftarrow \{ a \in Act(A, s(n)) | c(a) \leq e(n) \}
  for \( a \in Act \) do
    O \leftarrow states reachable by a
    strat \leftarrow true
    for \( s' \in O \) do
      strat \leftarrow strat \land
      BOX-STRATEGY(node(n, a, s'), \langle A \rangle \phi)
    end for
    if strat then
      return true
    end if
  end for
  return false
```

Lemma 1. Algorithm 1 terminates.

Proof. All the cases in Algorithm 1 apart from \( \langle A \rangle \phi \) \( \psi \) and \( \langle A \rangle \phi \) \( \psi \) can be computed in time polynomial in |\( M \)| and |\( \phi \)|. The cases for \( \langle A \rangle \phi \) \( \psi \) and \( \langle A \rangle \phi \) \( \psi \) involve calling the UNTIL-STRATEGY and BOX-STRATEGY procedures, respectively, for every
state in $S$. We want to show that there is no infinite sequence of calls to \textsc{until-strategy} or \textsc{box-strategy}. Assume to the contrary that $n_1, n_2, \ldots$ is an infinite sequence of nodes in an infinite sequence of recursive calls to \textsc{until-strategy} or \textsc{box-strategy}. Then, since the set of states is finite, there is an infinite subsequence $n_1, n_2, \ldots$ of $n_1, n_2, \ldots$ such that $s(n_{j+1}) = s(n_{j+2})$. We show that there is an infinite subsequence $n_1, n_2, \ldots$ of $n_1, n_2, \ldots$ such that for $k < j$ $e(n_k) \leq e(n_j')$. Note that since $n_1'$ and $n_2'$ have the same state, both \textsc{until-strategy} or \textsc{box-strategy} will return in $n_2'$; a contradiction. The proof is very similar to the proof of Lemma 1 in [8, p.70] and proceeds by induction on the number of resources $r$. For $r = 1$, since $e(n)$ is always positive, the claim is immediate. Assume the lemma holds for $r$ and let us show it for $r + 1$. Then there is an infinite subsequence $n_1, n_2, \ldots$ of $n_1, n_2, \ldots$ where for all resources $r \in \{1, \ldots, r\}$ $e_r(n_j) \leq e_r(n_j')$ for $k < j$. Clearly if we take $n_1'$ for the first element in the sequence of nodes with increasing resource availability we are constructing, there is a node $m_j$ in the sequence $n_1', n_2', \ldots$ where $e_{r+1}(m_j') \leq e_{r+1}(m_j)$. We take $n_{r+1}'$ to be $n_j'$ and repeat.

Before we prove correctness of \textsc{until-strategy} and \textsc{box-strategy}, we need some auxiliary notions. Let $n$ be a node where one of the procedures returns true. We will refer to $t(n)$ as the tree representing the successful call to the procedure. In particular, if the procedure returns true before any recursive calls are made, then $t(n) = n$. Otherwise the procedure returns true because there is an action $a \in Act$ such that for all $s' \in out(s(n), a)$ the procedure returns true in $n' = node(n, a, s')$. In this case, $t(n)$ has $n$ as its root and the children $t(n')$ are the children of $n$. We refer to the action $\alpha$ as $n_{act}$ (the action that generates the children of $n$). For the sake of uniformity, if $t(n) = n$ then we set $n_{act}$ to be idle. Such a tree corresponds to a strategy $F$ where for each path $n \cdot m$ from the root $n$ to a node $m$ in $t(n)$, $F(s(n) \cdot s(m)) = m_{act}$.

A strategy $F$ for satisfying $\langle A^k \rangle \phi \psi$ is $\mathcal{U}$-economic for a node $n$ if, intuitively, no path generated by it contains a loop that does not increase any resource. A strategy is $\square$-economic for a node $n$ if, intuitively, no path generated by it contains a loop that decreases some resources and does not increase any other resources. Formally, a strategy $F$ is $\mathcal{U}$-economic for $n$ if

- $F$ satisfies $\langle A^k \rangle \phi \psi$ at $s(n)$, i.e., $\forall \lambda \in out(s(n), F)$, $\exists i \geq 0: \lambda[i] = \psi$ and $\lambda[j] = \phi$ for all $j \in \{0, \ldots, i\}$.
- The path $p(n) \cdot n$ is already economic; i.e., $\forall n' \in p(n) \cdot n$, $n'' \in p(n') \cdot s(n'') = s(n'') \Rightarrow e(n'') \not\geq e(n')$.
- Every state is reached by $F$ economically; i.e., $\forall s_0 s_1 \ldots s_k \in out(s(n), F)$ where $k \leq i$ and $i$ is the first index in $s_0 s_1 \ldots s_k$ to satisfy $\psi$, $\forall j < k : s_j = s' \Rightarrow cost(s_j, s') \not= 0$ where $cost(s_j, s') = \sum_{i=j+1} k \text{cost}(\lambda[i], F(\lambda[0..i]))$.
- Every state is reached by $F$ economically with respect to the path $p(n)$; i.e., $\forall s_0 s_1 \ldots s_k \in out(s(n), F)$, $\forall n' \in p(n) \cdot s(n') = s_k \Rightarrow e(n') \not= e(n) - cost(s_0 \ldots s_k)$.

A strategy $F$ is $\square$-economic if:

- $F$ satisfies $\langle A^k \rangle \phi \psi$ at $s(n)$, i.e., $\forall \lambda \in out(s(n), F)$, $\forall i \geq 0: \lambda[i] = \phi$;
- The path $p(n) \cdot n$ is already economic; i.e., $\forall n' \in p(n) \cdot n$, $n'' \in p(n') \cdot s(n'') = s(n'') \Rightarrow e(n'') \not= e(n'')$;
- Every state is reached by $F$ economically; i.e., $\forall s_0 s_1 \ldots s_k \in out(s(n), F)$, $\forall j < k : s_j = s_k \Rightarrow cost(s_j, s_k) \not= 0$;
- Every state is reached by $F$ economically with respect to the path $p(n)$; i.e., $\forall s_0 s_1 \ldots s_k \in out(s(n), F)$, $\forall n' \in p(n) \cdot s(n') = s_k \Rightarrow e(n') \not= e(n) - cost(s_0 \ldots s_k)$.

Note that any strategy $F$ satisfying $\langle A^k \rangle \phi \psi (\langle A^k \rangle \square \phi)$ at $s(n)$ can be converted to an economical one by eliminating unproductive loops.

Next we prove correctness of \textsc{until-strategy}. The next lemma essentially shows that replacing a resource value with $\infty$ in Algorithm 2 is harmless. For the inductive proof, we need the following notion. Given a tree $t(n)$ we call the result of removing all children of some nodes $m_1, \ldots, m_k$ which have only leaves as children in $t(n), (t(n), \text{prune}(m_1, \ldots, m_k))$ (or a pruning of $t(n)$).

Lemma 2. Let $n = node(s, b)$ be a node where \textsc{until-strategy} returns true. Let $F$ be a function that for each leaf $n'$ of $t(n)$ returns $f(n') \in \mathbb{N}^r$ such that $f(n') = e_i(n')$ if $e_i(n') \neq \infty$. Then there is a strategy $F$ which eventually generates at least $f(n')$ for all leaves $n'$ of $t(n)$.

Proof. (sketch) By induction on the structure of $t(n)$.

Base Case: Let $t(n)$ contain only its root. The proof is obvious for any strategy.

Inductive Step: Let us consider a pruning $T'$ of $t(n)$. By the inductive hypothesis, any tree $T''$ that has a less complex structure than $T$ has a strategy to generate at least $f(n'') \in \mathbb{N}^r$ for all leaves $n''$ of $T''$.

Figure 2. Tree $T$ and $T' = (T, \text{prune}(m))$.

Let $m_1, \ldots, m_k$ be an arbitrary depth-1 sub-tree of $T$ (see Figure 2). By removing $m_1, \ldots, m_k$ from $T$, we obtain a pruning $T'$ of $T$.

Let $n \cdot m_1 \cdot m_2 \cdot \ldots$ be a path in $T$ from the root $n$ to one of the leaves $m_i$. For each resource $r$ the availability of which turns to $\infty$ at $m_i$, there must be a node $w_r(m_i)$ in the path $n \cdot m_1 \cdot m_2 \cdot \ldots$ which is used to turn the availability of $r$ to $\infty$ at $m_i$. We may repeat the path from $w_r(m_i)$ to $m_i$ several times to generate enough resource availability for $r$. We call the path from $w_r(m_i)$ to $m_i$ together with all the immediate child nodes of those along the path the column graph from $w_r(m_i)$ to $m_i$. Each time, an amount of $g_r = e_r(m_i) - e_r(a(m_i)) - e_r(w(m_i))$ is generated. Then, the minimal number of times to repeat the path from $w_r(m_i)$ to $m_i$ is $h_r(m_i) = \lceil \frac{g_r}{e_r(a(m_i))} \rceil$. Note that we need to repeat at each $s_i$ for each resource $r$ the path from $w_r(s_i)$ to $m_i$, $h_r$ times. To record the number of times the path has been repeated, we attach to each $s_i$ a counter $h_r$ for each $r$ and write the new node of $m_i$ as $m_i^{h_r(s_i)}$.

Initially, $h_r = 0$ for all $r$. A step (see Figure 3) of the repetition is done as follows: let $m_i^{h_r}$ be some node such that $h_i^{h_r} < h_i^{h_r'}$. Let $m_i^{h_r}$ be the sibling of $m_i^{h_r}$ (if $j \neq i$). We extend
Now we turn to Algorithm 3 for labelling states with $\mathcal{A}^b \diamond \phi$. First we show the soundness of Algorithm 3.

**Lemma 4.** Let $n = \text{node}_0(s, b)$. If $\text{box-strategy}(n, \mathcal{A}^b \diamond \phi)$ returns true then $s(n) \models \mathcal{A}^b \diamond \phi$.

**Proof.** (sketch) In the following, for each node $m$ in tree$(n)$, let $T(m)$ denote the sub-tree of tree$(m)$ rooted at $m$. For each leaf $m$ of tree$(n)$, let $w(m)$ denote one of the nodes in $p(m)$ such that $s(w(m)) = s(m)$ and $e(w(m)) \leq e(m)$ (see Figure 4).

Let us expand tree$(n)$ as follows:

- $T^0$ is tree$(n)$;
- $T^{i+1}$ is $T^i$ where all its leaves $m$ are replaced by $T(w(m))$ (see Figure 5).

Let $T = T^\infty$, then $T$ is a strategy for $\mathcal{A}^b \diamond \phi$.

**Corollary 1.** If $\text{until-strategy}(\text{node}_0(s, b), \mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi) \models \mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi$ then $s \models \mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi$.

**Lemma 3.** If $\text{until-strategy}(n, \mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi) \models \mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi$ then there is no $\mathcal{U}$-economical strategy from $s(n)$ satisfying $\mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi$.

**Proof.** (sketch) We prove the lemma by induction on the depth of calling $\text{until-strategy}(n, \mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi)$.

**Base Case:** If false is returned by the first if-statement, then $s(n) \not\models \mathcal{A} \diamond \psi$; this also means there is no strategy satisfying $\mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi$ from $s(n)$.

If false is returned by the second if-statement, then any strategy satisfying $\mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi$ from $s(n)$ is not economical.

**Inductive Step:** If false is not returned by the first two if-statements, then, for all actions $a \in \text{Act}$, there exists $s' \in \text{out}(s(n), a)$ such that $\text{until-strategy}(n', \mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi)$ (where $n' = \text{node}(n, a, s')$) returns false. By induction hypothesis, there is no economical strategy satisfying $\mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi$ from $s(n')$. Assume to the contrary that there is an economical strategy satisfying $\mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi$ from $s(n)$. Let $a = F(s(n))$, then $a \in \text{Act}$. Obviously, for all $s' \in \text{out}(s(n), a)$, $F'(s(n)) = F(s(n), a)$ is an economical strategy from $s' = \text{node}(n, a, s')$. This is a contradiction; hence, there is no economical strategy satisfying $\mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi$ from $s(n)$.

**Corollary 2.** If $\text{until-strategy}(\text{node}_0(s, b), \mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi) \models \mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi$ then $s \not\models \mathcal{A}^b \diamond \psi$.

From $m_i^h$ the column-tree from $w_r(m_i)$ to $m_i$; each new $m_j$ ($j \neq i$) is annotated with $h_j(m_j)$ (same as before) and the new $m_i$ is annotated with $h_i(m_i)$ except that $h_i(m_i)$ is increased by 1. We repeat the above step until no further step can be made (it must terminate due to the fact that $h_i(m_i) < \infty$ for all $r$ and $m_i$). At the end, we obtain a tree where all leaves $m_i^h$ have $h_i = h_i(m_i)$ for all $r$, hence the availability of $r$ is at least $f_i$. Let $E(m)$ be the extended tree from $m$.

Let $F_{T'}$ be the generated strategy from $T'$. We extend $F_{T'}$ with $E(m)$ for every occurrence of $m$ in $F_{T'}$ and denote this extended strategy $F_{T'}^E$. For all leaves $m'$ in $E(m)$ which are other than $m$, let $E(m')$ be some sub-tree of $T'$ which starts from $m'$. Then, we extend $F_{T'}^E$ with $E(m')$ for every occurrence of $m'$ in $E(m)$. We finally obtain a tree $F_T$ which satisfies the condition that all leaves $l$ have resource availability of at least $f(l)$.

--

**Figure 3.** Repeating steps to generate resources.

**Figure 4.** $w(m)$ of $m$ in tree$(n)$.

**Figure 5.** One step in constructing the strategy.
4 LOWER BOUND

In this section we show that the lower bound for the complexity of the model checking problem for RB±ATL is EXPSPACE, by reducing from the reachability problem of Petri Nets. Note that the exact complexity of this problem is still an open question (although it is known to be decidable, [8]), hence the same holds for the exact complexity of the RB±ATL model-checking problem.

A Petri net is a tuple $N = (P, T, W, M)$ where:

- $P$ is a finite set of places;
- $T$ is a finite set of transitions;
- $W : P \times T \cup T \times P \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ is a weighting function; and
- $M : P \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ is an initial marking.

A transition $t \in T$ is enabled iff $W(r, t) \leq M(r)$ for all $r \in P$. The result of performing $t$ is a marking $M'$ where $M'(r) = M(r) - W(r, t) + W(t, r)$, denoted as $M \cdot t M'$. A marking $M'$ is reachable from $M$ iff there exists a sequence

$$M_0 \cdot t_1 \cdot M_1 \cdot t_2 \cdots \cdot t_n \cdot M_n$$

where $M_0 = M$ and $n \geq 0$ such that $M_n \geq M$ (where $M \geq M'$ iff $M(r) \geq M'(r)$ for all $r \in P$). It is known that the lower bound for the complexity of this version of the reachability problem (with $M_n \geq M$ rather than $M_n = M$) is EXPSPACE [8, p.73].

We present a reduction from an instance of the reachability problem of Petri Nets to an instance of the model checking problem of RB±ATL.

Given a net $N = (P, T, W, M)$ and a marking $M'$, we construct a RB-CGS $I_{N,M'} = (\{1\}, P, S, \{p\}, \pi, Act, d, c, \delta)$ where:

- $S = \{s_0\} \cup T \cup \{s, e\}$;
- $\pi(p) = \{s\}$;
- $Act = \{idle, good\} \cup \{t^-, t^+ \mid t \in T\}$;
- $d(s_0) = \{idle, good\} \cup \{t^- \mid t \in T\}$;
- $d(s) = d(e) = \{idle\}$;
- $d(t) = \{idle, t^+\}$;
- $c(idle) = 0$;
- $c(good) = M'$;
- $c_r(t^-) = W(r, t)$ for all $r \in P$;
- $c_r(t^+) = -W(r, t)$ for all $r \in P$;
- $\delta(x, idle) = e$ for $x \in \{s_0, t, e\}$.

The following is straightforward:

Lemma 6. Given a net $N = (P, T, W, M)$ and a marking $M'$, $M'$ is reachable from $M$ iff $I_{N,M'}$ is $M$.

Corollary 4. The lower bound for the model checking problem complexity of RB±ATL is EXPSPACE.

5 CONCLUSION

The main contribution of this paper is a model-checking algorithm for RB±ATL, a logic with resource production. This is the first decidability result for a resource logic of strategic ability (multi-agent rather than single agent) that allows both unbounded production and consumption of resources. The lower bound for the model-checking complexity of RB±ATL is EXPSPACE and the upper bound is still an open problem. In future work, we plan to concentrate on identifying computationally tractable cases for RB±ATL model-checking, for example by restricting the class of transition systems to those without ‘mixed’ loops (producing one resource and consuming another).
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